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1 Summary

Automatic supervised learning begins with a data set of instances or examples,
each of which is composed of input-output pairs. The learning problem consists
in determining the relation between the input and the output values. When
the output is a nominal or discrete value, the task is one of classification, as
opposed to regression in which the value to predict is a continuous, numerical
and non-discrete value.

This paper centres on the selection of instances, which has been widely stu-
died, focusing above all on classification. The problem has not been studied as
much in relation to regression data sets, among other reasons because of the
complexity of this type of data set [3]. While in classification, the number of
classes or values to be predicted is usually very low (the simplest example would
be binary problems), the output variable in regression is continuous, such that
the number of possible values to predict is unlimited. This paper seeks to apply
all the algorithms conceived for classification purposes to regression problems,
on the basis of a meta-model.

As we mentioned before, a few studies have been conducted on the application
of instance-selection techniques to data sets with a numerical and non-discrete
output variable and there are few algorithms that are specifically designed for
that purpose [5].

The idea that we propose in this article is the possibility of applying to
regression data sets, instance selection methods designed for classification tasks.
To do so, the output variable is previously discretized in such a way that the
data set is turned into a classification problem. Having completed the selection of
instances, the numerical value of the output variable is recovered for the selected
instances. Can be considered a meta-algorithm, as it allows to use in regression
any previously existing classification method for instance selection, for example:
MSS, DROP, LSBo. . .
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The main advantages of the proposed method are its simplicity and its adap-
tability. The method is simple since the discretization stage is quite straight-
forward. On the other hand, it can be easily applied to any instance selection
algorithm for classification, no changes are needed in the algorithms as they
are used as black boxes and the discretization is completely independent of the
chosen algorithm.

Besides simplicity, another major advantage of the method is that we now
have at our disposal all the algorithms of instance selection for classification
existing in the literature. The utility of the approach has been proved experi-
mentally, it offers competitive results when compare to the few existing methods
of instance selection for noise removal in regression [2,4], despite that the lat-
ter propose a more complex and sophisticated approaches to the problem. More
specifically, its performance as a noise filter has been compared i) taking as
reference the values of: the RMSE, the F1 score, the G mean and the compres-
sion; ii) with different base regressors: k-nearest neighbours, RBF networks and
REPTree, and iii) using 29 data sets to which several levels of noise were added.
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1 Summary

Nowadays, a major challenge of Machine Learning algorithms is their applica-
tion to increasingly massive datasets, such as insurance company data, banking
transactions, telecommunications companies, financial markets and digital ima-
ge processing. . . and more recently those needed in fields such as Bioinformatics.
One way to facilitate the learning process when applied to these huge datasets is
the reduction of training dataset size by applying some instance selection tech-
niques. Instance selection methods try to find a subset of instances that, if it is
used as a set to train a regressor, its predictive capability will be similar to the
original [2]. The reduction of the size of the training set accelerates the learning
process, or the testing process in the case of instance-based learning (IBL) [3].

The family of methods known as DROPn (DROP1. . . 5) [5] contains some of
the methods that yield the best results in classification [4]. They belong to the
category of decremental methods and the removal criteria is defined in terms of
nearest neighbours and associates (the inverse relation of nearest neighbours).
Using these relations, two variables are computed: ‘with’ and ‘without’. For
each instance, the variable with counts how many of its associates are correctly
classified when the instance is kept in the dataset, while the variable without

records the count of correctly classified associates when the instance is removed
from the dataset. If the value of without is greater than or equal to the value of
with the instance is not helping in the classification of its associates, and hence,
it can be removed from the dataset.

In classification, the calculation of with and without is straightforward. To
cope with regression tasks, i.e. numeric class, we proposed two ideas: to compare
the accumulated error that occurs when an instance is included and when it is
discarded, and to use in regression an approximation to the concept of class used
in classification (something like a soft class):


